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Daimler and HERE to bring HD 
Live Map to future Mercedes-
Benz models 
 
• Highly precise maps are a key element for autonomous driving 
• Data from car sensors enables near real-time map “self-healing” 
• HD Live Map complements ADAS applications for more safety 

21. February 2018 

Amsterdam/Stuttgart – Daimler and HERE Technologies have teamed up to make 
HERE HD Live Map an integral part of Daimler’s autonomous driving technology. With 
these efforts both companies are laying the ground work for upcoming generations of 
highly automated and autonomous Mercedes-Benz vehicles* to come to market with 
the benefits of HD Live Map on board. For Daimler, this is a logical step as the current 
E- and S-class models are already using maps from HERE. 
 
Highly precise digital maps are a key component for advanced driver assistance 
systems (ADAS) and autonomous driving.  The machine-readable, cloud-based HD 
Live Map allows an automated vehicle to effectively ‘see around corners’ and consists 
of multiple layers of information essential for it to know where exactly it is, what lies 
ahead and what it should do in various scenarios. 
 
Maps from cars for cars: self-healing maps require large amounts of vehicle sensor 
data 
 
HERE has created HD Live Map to be “self-healing”. This means it can reflect dynamic 
changes in the road environment and update itself accordingly in near real-time. This 
enables vehicles to proactively adjust to changing road conditions – for example, 
switching lanes and adjusting speed ahead of time in the case of an upcoming lane 
closure.  
 
Vehicle sensor data is the most crucial element for an HD map to self-heal because of 
its quality, and the sheer volume of vehicles on the road that can detect and validate 
change. HERE is already receiving rich vehicle sensor data from multiple automakers, 
including Daimler, to produce near real-time map updates. With passenger safety top 
of mind, HERE HD Live Map constantly publishes changes to the map through an 
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innovative content validation process, where multiple vehicle sensors act as a “closed 
loop” to detect any deviations from the published data. 
 
“The map of the future is one that’s self-healing – constantly updating to mirror what 
is happening across the road network” said Ralf Herrtwich, SVP Automotive at HERE 
Technologies. “Together with Daimler, we are mastering this powerful mapping 
technology and are truly excited to make it available for the next generations of 
Mercedes-Benz vehicles.” 
 
Ola Källenius, Member of the Board of Management for Group Research and 
Mercedes-Benz Cars Development, emphasized: “Maps with centimeter precision 
updating itself in near real-time, is one key element for autonomous driving. With the 
new HD Live Map and the rich, continuously growing information it provides we are 
taking a big step on the way towards autonomous driving.” 
 
*Vehicles with level 3-5 automation, as defined by SAE International. 
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About HERE Technologies 
HERE, the Open Location Platform company, enables people, enterprises and 
cities to harness the power of location. By making sense of the world through 
the lens of location we empower our customers to achieve better outcomes – 
from helping a city manage its infrastructure or an enterprise optimize its 
assets to guiding drivers to their destination safely. To learn more about HERE, 
including our new generation of cloud-based location platform services, 
visit http://360.here.com and www.here.com 
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